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Temporal mapping of photochemical reactions and 
molecular excited states with carbon speciﬁcity
Density Functional Theory Calculations 
In the liquid state, the resonant field of a 0 muon-nuclear spin flip-flop transition, , is 
determined by both muon and proton isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (HFCCs), AV and Ak 
respectively, and given by28: 
         (1) 
where e ,  and k are the gyromagnetic ratio of electron, muon and proton respectively. 
Typically, the largest proton HFCC comes from the methylene hydrogen attached to the carbon 
the Mu bonded to. The 0 resonances due to other nuclei often have negligible intensity due to 
the small nuclear spin densities22,28. 
Though the calculated isotropic HFCC of the muoniated radical system with DFT is extremely 
sensitive to multiple factors such as molecular conformation, exchange-correlation functional, 
basis set and vibrational averaging, so that DFT may not be robust enough in producing the exact 
HFCCs, the assignment of muonium sites can be successfully addressed due to the systematic 
feature of the errors.  
In terms of the rotational degree of freedom in TIPS-Pn, a variety of different conformers for 
each muonium site radical are investigated. Since the atoms on the backbone and the two triple 
bonds are relatively rigid, the initial structures are generated by only twisting the dihedral angles 
of Si-C-C-H in the three isopropyl groups on each side of TIPS-Pn. Therefore for each 
muoniated radical there are in total ten different combinations with dihedral angles to be either 0 
or 180 degrees. Then the local minima can be found by relaxing the initial conformations, and 
the isotropic HFCC can be evaluated based on those optimized geometries of all the muoniated 
radicals. 
The isotopic HFCC, Aiso, can be calculated by the formul42: 
           (2) 
where e and I are the gyromagnetic ratio of free electron and the nucleus/muon respectively, 
Dpq, is the density matrix, and Sz is the spin operator of electron, (r) is a delta function, 
indicating that the isotropic HFCC only depends on the spin density at one point, i.e. at the 
nucleus/muon.  
We note that the results of the muonium addition to those possible sites along the triple bonds of 
the side groups and other sites on the backbone, are not tabulated, because in those radicals there 
is no corresponding -proton sharing the spin density distribution, which gives rise to extremely 
weak proton HFCCs. The consequential ALC resonances are therefore extremely small due to 
the weak proton HFCCs to which the amplitude of the resonances is directly related22,25,31. Table 
S1 lists the muon and proton HFCC parameters and corresponding ALC resonance fields for 
many different conformers.  
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Although for one muon site radical there are many possible structures that can contribute to the 
ALC resonance, there are a few that are more dominant because they are more likely to exist due 
to their lower free energies. Figure S1 summarises the relative likelihood of the possible 
conformers according to their free energies, plotting as a function of the corresponding resonant 
fields. The relative likelihood is given by the Boltzmann population equation: 
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where Nk,/N0, and Ek,/ E0, is the number and free energy of the kth conformer or the one with 
the lowest free energy among all the conformers of site- muoniated radical (=1,2,4), and the 
k, is the relative likelihood of the kth conformer of site- muoniated radical. The 
conformational study is taken at the theory level of B3LYP/DGDZVP, which is shown to 
produce the relatively accurate results for the ALC resonant fields for TIPS-Pn in an 
investigation into the variation of theoretical HFCCs with the employed functionals and basis-
sets43.  We note here that the method chosen here reduces the computational expense regarding 
any further vibrational correction, while producing reasonably good estimations for both muon 
and proton HFCCs. 
Figure S1: The relative likelihood of the possible structures according to their free energies, 
plotting as a function of the corresponding resonant fields. All the calculations are performed by 
package Gaussian0937 at the theory level of B3LYP/DGDZVP. The y-axis is plotted on a 
logarithmic and linear scale. A single sharp ALC is observed experimentally for each site. 
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Initial structures 
A(MHz) Ak(MHz) (mT) 
Site
Conformation labels 
Adding direction Dihedral angles 
4 up sss-ass 89.2 28.4 325.1 
4 up aaa-aaa 89.2 28.3 325.3 
4 down sss-sss 89.4 28.5 325.5 
4 up sss-aas 89.2 28.3 325.6 
4 up aaa-sss 89.4 28.3 326.2 
4 up aas-ass 89.6 28.2 328.1 
4 down aas-ass 89.8 28.2 329.6 
4 down aaa-aas 89.9 28.1 330.3 
4 up ass-ass 90.1 28.1 331.0 
4 up aas-aas 90.1 28.1 331.4 
4 down aaa-aaa 90.1 28.0 331.7 
4 down sss-aas 90.1 28.0 331.9 
4 down aaa-ass 90.2 28.1 331.9 
4 down aaa-sss 90.2 28.1 332.0 
4 down sss-ass 90.3 28.0 332.8 
4 up sss-sss 90.8 28.1 335.2 
2 down sss-ass 201.5 63.7 736.6 
2 down aaa-ass 201.6 63.7 736.8 
2 down aaa-aaa 201.4 63.5 737.0 
2 down aaa-sss 201.6 63.7 737.2 
2 down aas-ass 201.8 63.6 738.5 
2 down aas-aas 201.8 63.6 738.7 
2 down aaa-aas 201.7 63.4 739.0 
2 down sss-aas 201.9 63.6 739.5 
2 up sss-sss 202.1 63.7 739.6 
2 down ass-ass 201.9 63.4 739.9 
2 up aaa-aas 201.8 63.4 740.1 
2 up ass-ass 201.9 63.4 740.1 
2 up sss-aas 202.3 63.4 742.1 
2 up aaa-aaa 202.2 63.3 742.4 
2 up aas-ass 202.5 63.4 743.3 
2 up aas-aas 202.5 63.4 743.4 
2 down sss-sss 202.7 63.5 744.1 
B0
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2 up aaa-sss 202.7 63.3 744.7 
2 up aaa-ass 202.7 63.3 744.9 
2 up sss-ass 202.7 63.3 745.2 
1 down aaa-ass 207.0 65.1 758.1 
1 up sss-ass 207.0 65.1 758.3 
1 down aaa-aaa 207.0 65.1 758.5 
1 up sss-aas 207.2 65.3 758.5 
1 down sss-ass 207.0 65.0 758.7 
1 down aas-ass 207.3 65.2 759.2 
1 down aaa-aas 207.2 65.2 759.3 
1 down aaa-sss 207.3 65.1 759.6 
1 down ass-ass 207.3 65.2 759.6 
1 up aaa-aaa 207.2 65.0 759.9 
1 down aas-aas 207.5 65.2 760.0 
1 up sss-sss 207.5 65.2 760.1 
1 up aaa-ass 207.3 65.0 760.2 
1 up aaa-sss 207.4 65.1 760.2 
1 up aaa-aas 207.4 65.1 760.6 
1 up ass-ass 207.5 65.1 760.9 
1 up aas-ass 207.5 65.1 761.0 
1 down sss-sss 207.6 65.2 761.2 
1 up aas-aas 207.7 65.2 761.5 
1 down sss-aas 207.7 65.1 762.1 
Site
A(MHz) Ak(MHz) (mT) 
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. 
1 207.0 207.7 65.0 65.2 758.1 762.1 
2 201.4 202.7 63.3 63.7 736.6 745.2 
4 89.2 90.8 28.0 28.5 325.1 335.2 
Table S1: The results of muon and proton HFCC (A and Ak) and the corresponding ALC 
resonance field  ( ) of muoniated TIPS-Pn with Mu adding to site 1, 2 and 4, relaxing from 
different initial structures. The ‘adding directions’ indicate adding towards either the ‘up’ or 
‘down’ side of the backbone plane of TIPS-Pn. The dihedral angle of  Si-C-C-H in the isopropyl 
groups on two sides of TIPS-Pn is set to be either 0 or 180 degree, labelled as ‘s’ or ‘a’ 
respectively. Therefore the conformational changes due to the dihedral angles are labelled as 
‘aas-ass’ etc., which indicates there are two 180 degree angles and one 0 degree angle on one 
side, with two 0 degree and one 180 degree angle one the other side. All the calculations are 
performed by package Gaussian0937 at the theory level of B3LYP/DGDZVP. The lower panel 
shows the ranges of calculated parameters, summarising the data in the upper panel. 
B0
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The site-4 radical can be assigned unambiguously as its 0 resonance fields are far away from 
those from the other muon sited radicals, as can be clearly seen from the Table S1 and Figure S1. 
The Figure S1 also shows that all the ALC resonant fields from the site-2 muoniated radical are 
lower than that of the site-1 radical, even though they have the HFCCs very close to each other. 
We tentatively assign the three visible ALC resonances, at ~313 mT, ~715 mT and ~720 mT, in 
our experiment to be site-4, site-2 and site-1 respectively.
However, there is still some ambiguity in the assignment of site-1 and site-2 because in the ALC 
spectra nearly overlap each other. Since the actual values of HFCCs are also extremely sensitive 
to the level of theory, i.e. the combination of exchange-correlation functional and basis-set, one 
would be more convinced by the comparison between the results of site-1 and site-2 at different 
theoretical levels. In addition to the B3LYP/DGDZVP, we had a study with two more exchange-
correlation functionals, CAM-B3LYP wB97XD, and two more basis-sets, DGDZVP2 and cc-
pVDZ. Table S2 shows the results. 
B3LYP/ cc-pVDZ CAM-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ wB97XD/cc-pVDZ 
Site A(MHz) 
Ak
(MHz) 
B
(mT) 
A
(MHz) 
Ak
(MHz) 
B
(mT) 
A
(MHz) 
Ak
(MHz) 
B
(mT) 
1 183.3 57.5 672.41 222.1 69.7 814.37 210.9 66.1 773.89 
2 176.1 55.0 647.02 208.4 65.5 763.75 195.6 61.5 716.82 
 B3LYP/DGDZVP CAM-B3LYP/DGDZVP wB97XD/DGDZVP 
1 205.3 64.5 752.78 250.1 78.5 917.21 236.3 74.2 866.35
2 198.5 62.3 727.81 237.6 74.7 870.55 219.1 71.2 790.13 
 B3LYP/DGDZVP2 CAM-B3LYP/DGDZVP2 wB97XD/DGDZVP2 
1 204.5 64.2 749.95 247.9 77.8 909.40 235.0 73.7 861.99
2 198.9 62.6 728.52 236.9 74.4 868.32 223.5 69.7 821.88 
Table S2: The comparison between the results of site-1 and site-2 at different theoretical levels. 
In addition to the B3LYP/DGDZVP used in Table S1, we used two more exchange-correlation 
functionals, CAM-B3LYP and wB97XD, and two more basis-sets, DGDZVP2 and cc-pCDZ. All 
the calculations are performed by package Gaussian0937.
As can be seen from the Table S2, the overestimation or underestimation on HFCCs comes out 
in the same measure for both the site 1 and 2 radicals, and the ALC resonant fields of site-2 at all 
the different theory levels are lower than those of site-1, no matter how the absolute values 
varying with the functional and basis-set. Therefore, we can conclude that the three ALC 
resonances shown in Figure 2 from low to high fields are indeed site-4, site-2, and site-1 radicals 
respectively.
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Photo-SR experiments 
The MuSES project, funded by the European Research Council, recently upgraded the HiFi 
spectrometer at ISIS to include a tuneable, high-power laser system and associated infrastructure 
to perform light-pumped, muon-probed measurements. The technical details of the new 
experimental setup are summarised here, but further technical details of the new spectrometer are 
in preparation for submission elsewhere. Details on the muon technique, and further references, 
can be found in several articles22,23,27,28.
Laser system was manufactured by Litron Ltd and has a tuneable wavelength (200–2400 nm) 
provided by a high-power Nd–YAG backing an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO). The Nd–
YAG operates at 25Hz, whilst the fundamental frequency of ISIS is 50 Hz, allowing alternate 
light-on and light-off measurements to be gated to different histograms (see Figure 1). The 
fundamental and four harmonics (1064, 532, 355, 266 and 213 nm) are available directly from 
the Nd-YAG for use in the case these fixed wavelengths are suitable and photon count is 
important. For example, the current system has 2.1 J per 16 ns pulse available at 1064 nm, 
whereas up to 23 mJ per pulse is available from the wavelength tuneable OPO, depending on the 
wavelength. The laser system is housed in a light-tight cabin to the side of the HiFi spectrometer, 
and is routed underneath the floor to the beam entry chambers (BEC), either on the side or the 
back of the HiFi spectrometer, as shown in Figure S2a. The entry port on the side of the 
spectrometer allows the front of the sample to be illuminated, either by holding it at 45 degrees 
to the muon beam or by a complex set of optics. The rear port allows the sample to be 
illuminated from the back, and was the chosen geometry for the experiments reported here.  
The laser beam, after leaving the cabin, is routed toward the instrument by broadband 
dielectric mirrors (BBDM series from Semrock) contained in the red mirror boxes shown in Fig. 
S2a. Each mirror box has an optical breadboard in the bottom to set up mirrors. The beam is 
aligned using a 405 nm Class II diode laser (DL) situated on the optical table in the cabin. At the 
sample position, the DL beam is aligned to a target mounted on the cold finger of closed cycle 
helium refrigerator (CCR), which indicates the center of the muon beam. The muon beam 
position was confirmed with a fixed-point CCD camera. Once the beam path is defined, the laser 
beam used in our experiments follows it. Fig. S2b shows the optical setup in the beam entry 
chamber (BEC). The beam coming out of the periscope is reflected and levelled to the correct 
height, and directed to the spectrometer. The partial reflection aligned to a target is monitored by 
a camera to track the position over the course of the experiment. Laser power was measured in 
front of the exit port of BEC using a power sensor. The measured pulse energy is calibrated with 
another power sensor in the laser cabin, which measures a partial reflection from a beam 
sampler, therefore the pulse energy on sample is live-monitored and recorded over the course of 
the experiment.
The laser pulse was synchronised with the muon pulse using a digital delay generator (Stanford 
Research Systems, DG645), which triggers the YAG flashlamp and Q-switch (QSW) with a set 
time delay. The trigger is defined from the proton extract kicker, either the current pulse or 
previous pulse, depending on the delay time needed (the crossover between these modes was 
~3.5 s). The delay generator sends a signal to the muon data acquisition equipment (DAE) to 
sort the data bins for the “Light ON” and “Light OFF” spectra. The “time zero” – when the 
center of the muon pulse corresponds to the center of the laser pulse at the sample position – is 
measured directly using a scintillator and photomultiplier tube. The muons create light as they 
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pass through and stop in the scintillator, whereas we measured the light from the laser directly. 
Both sources of light are subsequently measured by the photomultiplier tube.
Figure S2(a): The upgraded HiFi spectrometer. The beam tube (blue) exits the laser cabin (not 
shown) and is routed underneath the floor via mirror boxes (red and yellow) into the HiFi 
spectrometer (green) either from the side or the back.(b) A schematic diagram of the beam entry 
chamber.
A liquid cell was designed to allow continuous flow of the solution through the illuminated area, 
such that the sample is replaced (from a large bath via a peristaltic pump with PTFE tubing) to 
minimise the effect of any photochemical reactions that may occur. The flow rate was set to 
approximately 0.1ml/s, such that the illuminated region of the cell was entirely replaced roughly 
every half a second. The solvent was degassed via a standard freeze-pump-thaw method prior to 
dissolving the solute, and the entire circulation system was contained in an Argon atmosphere for 
the duration of the experiment. The sample cell is shown in Figure S3. Monte Carlo simulations 
of the sample cell were performed using the GEANT package44 to estimate the optimum 
muon/laser window separation, and which was subsequently adjusted via tightening the screws 
that press the windows into indium seals. A 10 mM solution concentration was decided upon by 
factoring in the muoniated radical formation probability, singlet fission quantum efficiency and 
light absorption length at the chosen wavelength (532 nm). Further details of this procedure, as 
well as the technical details of the spectrometer, has been and will be published elsewhere19,45,46.
Importantly, the gating of light-on and light-off data into different histograms on a per-pulse 
basis self-corrects for any long-term beam stability, drift or other systematic issues with the 
accelerator or experimental equipment. The measurement sequence is depicted in Figure 1b.
This enables one to directly compare amplitudes of ALC spectra, which can be notoriously 
difficult to do, due to the uncertainties of geometrical differences and systematic errors 
associated with the experiments. 
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Figure S3: The sample cell. Dimensions shown are in mm. 
Estimation of the fraction of excited molecules in the cell 
Energy of the laser pulse     = 91 mJ 
Energy of a photon at 532nm     = 3.7310-16 mJ 
Number of photons per pulse     = 2.441017
Area of the laser spot      = 177 mm2
Thickness of the cell      = 0.45 mm 
Number of molecules in the cell at a 10mM concentration = 4.791017
Ratio of molecules excited to number of molecules  = 51% 
At the concentrations used, the triplet efficiency is about 100% - i.e there will be approximately 
4.81017 triplet excitations generated. However, we note that this estimation does not take into 
account the stopping profile of the muons or the exponential penetration depth of the light, as 
well as solvated muonium diffusion. These detailed and technically challenging calculations will 
be published in due course45. We note that with a flow rate of approximately 0.1 ml / second, 
each molecule will have been excited around 10 times before it is replenished. 
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Temperature Dependent ALCs 
Figure S4: Top – ALC for site 4 from Figure 2 in the main paper, replotted with the field 
normalised to the peak position so that a direct comparison can be made with the lower panel. It 
is evident that there is no shift in the ALC position when light is present, in contrast to the ALCs 
for sites 1 and 2. Bottom – the same ALC (also site 4), but taken on the EMU spectrometer using 
a standard Ti liquid cell for two different temperatures. A very clear reduction of ~1.2 mT in the 
ALC position is evident with a 10K increase in temperature. This is absent in the top panel, 
which shows light induce changes. This is consistent with our conclusion that the laser induced 
effects observed for sites 1 and 2 are not related to a temperature increase, as there would be a 
temperature dependent shift in the site 3 ALC position. 
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Fourier Transforms of Low TF Data 
Figure S5: The Fourier transforms of the low-TF data for light-on and light-off for TD = 130ns. 
The amplitude of this represents the amplitude of triplet precession of solvated muonium. It is 
clear that for all fields, except 0.5 mT, there is a clear reduction in signal amplitude and slight 
increase in width, when the light is on. This indicates the solvated muonium component is 
smaller when the light pulse is present.
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Quantitative analysis of the ALC 
There is a clear change in position in the two 0 ALC spectra centered on ~ 715 mT in 
Figure 2a of the manuscript. The area underneath an ALC is related to two main phenomena – 
the underlying formation probability and the value of the HFCCs (proton-electron and muon-
electron). If the small shift in the lineshape represents a change in HFCC, whether it can account 
for the change in amplitude/area should be addressed. It is difficult to quantitatively assess the 
change in shape, amplitude and position via fitting a double Lorentzian, as there are an 
insufficient number of data points for the two overlapping lineshapes. The area underneath the 
curves, however, can be easily estimated via a simple numerical integration. The area underneath 
the ALCs at ~715 mT is 0.907 ± 0.004 with light off, compared to 0.971 ± 0.004 with light on, 
representing a roughly 7% increase in area when light is present. We note that the baseline is 
determined by a finite number of points, with error bars of their own, which will contribute to the 
error on the integrated area of the line. However, the baseline is the same for light on and off so 
it does not contribute to the error on the difference. 
We have estimated the largest shift in ALC position, Br, as -3 mT. A -3 mT shift of Br can either 
be explained in terms of an increase in Ak or a reduction in A. Shown in Figure S6 is the 
dependence of Br on Ak and A, from which it is clear that there would need to be approximately 
a 0.5 MHz change in either Ak and A to account for a ~3 mT shift in Br. Using the Quantum 
programme47, we have calculated the ALCs for three conditions: A = 200 MHz and Ak = 70 
MHz which are sufficiently representative values of the HFCCs for site 2, two further ones with 
a 0.5 MHz increase/reduction to Ak and A, respectively. This is shown in Figure S7, where it is 
clear that the area change is marginal. The change in area due to a reduction in A is 0.003%, 
whereas the change in area due to an increase in Ak is 0.024%, compared to a 7% increase in 
area in the experimental data. 
In principle, it may be possible for the changes in ALC position due to Ak and A to almost 
cancel each other out (the ALC position increases as A is increased, but decreases as Ak is 
increased; see Figure S6). The increased proton coupling constant would then dominate the 
increased area underneath the ALC. The change to both of them would need to be relatively 
large but very similar, with a relative difference of ~0.5 MHz to account for the change in 
position of the ALC – for example, around 49.5 MHz increase in A and a 50 MHz increase in 
Ak. This fortuitous cancellation is extremely unlikely. Nonetheless, an example of this is shown 
in the left panel of Figure S8 for a comparison of Ak = 70 and A = 200 with Ak = 120 MHz and 
A = 250 MHz. There is a significant increase in width for the modified HFCCs, with a minor 
change in position. However, also shown in Figure S8 (middle panel) is the LF repolarisation 
curve that one would expect from such a large increase in both Ak and A. The difference is 
shown in the right hand side panel of Figure S8, using the same definition as used in the main 
manuscript (Figure 4b). Note that it has an opposite sign to the observed light induced change in 
the data (see Figure 4b for comparison). The only way one would be able to have the same sign 
as is observed in the data, is to have a reduction in Ak and A; however, this would result in a 
less broad ALC with a lower area. We note that a reduction in the quantity of solvated muonium 
and a commensurate increase in the quantity of bonded muonium would result in a change to the 
LF repolarization curve of the correct sign, as is evident in Figure 4b of the main manuscript. 
It is therefore not possible to account for the increase in ALC width/amplitude solely in terms of 
light induced changes to the hyperfine coupling constants, despite the likelihood of such changes 
being present. Given the commensurate reduction in unbound triplet muonium precession 
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(Figures 3 and S5), and the light-induced changes to the LF repolarization curve, it is our 
conclusion that light induced changes in the reaction rate of unbound muonium with the 
molecule are responsible for the main changes observed in the ALCs in Figure 2. 
Figure S6: The change in Br as a function of Ak and A.
Figure S7: Comparison of ALC spectra for a 0.5 MHz shift to Ak and a -0.5 MHz shift to A,
which will both result in a ~3 mT reduction in the position of the ALC. The largest change in 
area is 0.02% (see text), compared to more than 7% in the data.
   
Figure S8: Left: Comparison of ALC spectra for a 50 MHz change to both Ak and A. This will 
result in an apparent increase to the width/area of the Lorentzians that are fitted to the ALC 
spectra, without a significant change to the position. Middle: there is a commensurate change in 
the LF repolarization curve. Right: The difference between the two repolarization curves shown 
in the middle panel. Note it is negative; the difference between light on and off data has the 
opposite sign using the same definition of “difference”.
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A note on errors 
Throughout this manuscript, all errors are calculated on the explicit assumption that Poissonian 
statistics apply. Specifically, when assuming Poissonian statistics, the statistical error on the 
number of counts on a given detector is given by the square root of those number of counts. 
Errors on derived quantities – such as experimental asymmetry – are then calculated via standard 
error propagation. However, this treatment is clearly only correct for random errors, and we have 
not explicitly quoted systematic errors, as they are either identical for the light on/off difference 
or they are small. 
Sources of systematic errors in a photomusr experiment are quite varied. The major examples 
are:
1. Drift in the position of the laser spot. The most likely cause of this is very small changes 
in the angle of the mirrors as a function of time, which is amplified at the sample 
position as a result of the long throw distance between the laser and sample. Large 
changes in beam spot position can be observed, since the laser spot is continuously 
monitored via a camera, but relatively small changes (of a one or two mm) may not be 
easily seen. The result would be a change in the amplitude in the light induced signal. 
However, this drift happens over a significant length of time – many hours, if not days. 
Since the laser is running at 25 Hz whilst the muons are at 50 Hz, and each drift within a 
run is entirely averaged out in the ~1e5 pulses in each light on/off histogram. All ALC 
curves are scanned at least twice to ensure that drift is not significantly affecting the light 
induced signal at different magnetic fields. The time delay measurements were measured 
in a random order, to ensure that drift does not play a role in the excitation timescale 
measurements.
2. Drift in the laser power. There are several causes of laser power drift. It could be due to 
long-term damage to the optics, or more likely, a temperature variation of the laser. This 
drift also has a long timescale – hours or days – and is similarly mitigated by the same 
measures as in point 1. 
3. Drift in the muon beam spot position. There are many factors that can change the size or 
position of the muon spot, with one of the more likely to be as a result of drift in the 
power supplies of the electromagets responsible for directing and focussing the muon 
and/or proton beams. It would typically manifest itself as a change in asymmetry of both 
light on and light off data, which should be the same in both given the 25 Hz laser and 
50 Hz muon beam. It should therefore not affect the light induced changes observed, but 
if the timescale of this drift is longer than the separation of each measurement on a 
particular scan, it can modify the background. This is usually fitted so that the off-
resonant data is flat. If single points on a scan are away from the general trend (outliers) 
in the data, then they are re-measured. A particularly robust way of identifying the 
outliers is to plot the up-down and left-right asymmetry (by grouping the detectors 
differently in the analysis). An example is shown in Figure S9b, where in addition to a 
very clear step-change is observed when changing the applied field from ~300 mT to 
~700 mT, there there are two outliers on the trend. Long-term drift is also evident in the 
data.
4. Changes to deadtime as a result of a reduced counting rate. This is usually as a result of 
an unstable muon beam, and even though it will not affect the light-induced signal, we 
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paused measurements until the beam became stable again, as background subtraction 
tends to be difficult in these circumstances. If a small number of points were affected, 
they were measured a second time. Otherwise the entire scan was repeated. 
One final source of systematic errors is incorrect background subtraction. The field dependent 
background on the HiFi instrument is somewhat complex over the full field range available. It is 
mainly related to the trajectory of moving charged particles in a magnetic field (muons and 
positrons) and the subsequent absorption in material surrounding the sample, such as the sample 
holder. It is typically cyclical, with a period of around 1T, but is strongly dependent on the 
geometry of the experiment (e.g the shape and amount of material in the sample holder). 
Fortunately, this geometry does not change when the light is present, and so in our experiments 
the same background is used for both light-on and light-off data. Importantly, over the restricted 
field range of the ALCs in our experiments, the background varies very slowly, and a linear or a 
polynomial function is a good approximation. An example is shown in Fig S9. It is very clear 
that background is not important in our measurements. The precise choice of function or 
parameters will not change the results, especially for the light on/off difference. In the figure 
below, only the light off data was considered for the background substraction (unlike in the main 
paper); background subtraction would be just as effective if light on, or an average of the two 
were used.
Figure S9 a: An example of one of the many ways to background subtract data. b: An example 
up-down asymmetry, where two outliers are present, as a result of a change in the muon beam 
spot position. 
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Origin of the fast precession in low transverse field 
It is likely that Mu also adds to the “alkyne” triple bond in the side-group, forming two states 
that may be described as phenylacetylene (for those muonium bonding to the carbon close to the 
backbone) or trimethylsilylacetylene (for those muonium bonding to the carbon close to the Si), 
possibly with a relatively high rate constant.48,49 The corresponding resonances would be found 
outside the field range displayed in Fig. 2 of the manuscript, although it is likely that they will 
have a relatively low asymmetry due to a small proton-electron HFC constant. In the limit of low 
proton-electron HFC constant, the fast triplet precession observed in Figure 3 of the main 
manuscript may be due to precession of the Mu bonded to the triple bond, and any light induced 
change in this would be indistinguishable from a light induced change of the solvated Mu. Here, 
we demonstrate that the fast triplet precession cannot be explained by the radical with the Mu 
bonded to the triple bond and no -proton. Table S5 shows the proton isotropic HFC constant for 
the phenylacetylene adduct for every proton on the molecule and the muon isotropic HFC 
constant, calculated with Gaussian09 at the theory level of B3LYP/DGDZVP, with an associated 
site labelling diagram in Figure S9.
Figure S10: The TIPS-Pn molecule with the H atoms included to enable site assignment for 
Table S5. Atom 101 is the muon. 
It is immediately clear that whilst the proton HFC constant is significantly smaller than muonium 
that is bound to the back-bone, they are not negligible. For the case of trimethylsilylacetylene 
adduct, similar proton HFC constants are found but the muon HFC constant is calculated to be 
approximately 400 MHz. No experimental evidence has been found for this adduct in the solid 
state, so we only focus on the phenylacetylene adduct. Moreover, the proton HFC constants are 
similar for both adducts and the relative insensitivity of the triplet precession to the muon HFC 
constant. To assess whether the muonium bound to the alkyne group, we have performed 
calculations using the Quantum programme forA = 92.5 MHz and Ak = 0, 1 and 5 MHz. in a 
0.4 mT transverse field. The time spectra are shown in Figure S11a. It is very clear that a proton 
HFC constant of 1 MHz has a significant affect on the polarization. Thirteen such protons exist 
with a HFC constant greater than 1 MHz. Given the spectra in Fig S11b, it is quite likely that 
when several proton HFC constants are included, they will destructively interfere resulting in a 
rapid polarization loss. Upon performing a calculation with eight different proton HFC constants 
from Table S5, this is clearly demonstrated; there is a rapid polarization loss by around 50 ns, 
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which is faster than can be measured at the ISIS muon source. If one were to include all of the 
proton HFC constants in Table S5, this could only be worse; we are unable to do so due to 
limitations on computational time. We therefore conclude that any muonium reacting on the 
triple bonds does not contribute to the fast triplet precession shown in Figure 3 of the main 
manuscript.
Atom Number Ak(MHz)  Atom Number Ak(MHz) 
H 12 -4.9381  H 62 0.24943
H 16 -14.235  H 63 -0.0078
H 17 4.78555  H 64 -0.01171
H 18 2.9157  H 69 -0.21781
H 19 -5.93367  H 71 -0.21314
H 20 3.17547  H 73 -0.30086
H 28 3.17873  H 75 0.22899
H 29 2.9193  H 76 -0.00337
H 30 -5.93965  H 77 0.28972
H 36 0.2465  H 79 -0.00647
H 38 -0.00702  H 80 0.21017
H 39 0.10359  H 81 0.31022
H 40 0.12379  H 83 0.86232
H 42 0.094  H 84 -0.05685
H 43 -0.00357  H 85 0.13044
H 44 0.11635  H 87 0.11491
H 46 0.00103  H 88 0.14269
H 48 -0.00698  H 89 -0.01389
H 49 0.08915  H 91 -0.03289
H 50 0.0591  H 92 0.0837
H 52 -0.01152  H 93 0.14188
H 53 -0.00859  H 95 1.00185
H 54 0.23599  H 96 0.13988
H 56 -0.01116  H 97 -0.06772
H 58 0.06063  H 98 -4.94484
H 59 0.09441  H 99 4.79078
H 60 -0.00461  H 100 -14.25704
Atom  A(MHz) 
Mu 92.5 
Table S5: The results of muon (A) and proton HFCC (Ak) for all hydrogens in the molecule for 
the phenylacetylene adduct, using Gaussian0937 at the theory level of B3LYP/DGDZVP. A site 
labelling diagram is shown in Figure S10. There are a thirteen proton HFCCs that have a value 
in excess of ±1 MHz, with two being approximately -14 MHz. The calculated value of A is 
similar to the experimental value in the solid state (1 ALC resonance in a polycrystalline 
sample).32
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Figure S11: (a) The muon’s spin polarization as a function of time, calculated for A = 92.5 
MHz and Ak = 0, 1 and 5 MHz, at a transverse field of 0.4 mT. It is clear that a proton HFCC of 
just 1 MHz has a significant affect on the precession. (b) A calculation for an ensemble of 8 
proton HFCCs. Representative values chosen are -4.9381, -14.235, 4.78555, 2.9157, -5.93367, 
3.17547, 1.00185 and 0.86232 MHz, taken from Table S5. It is not possible to calculate for all of 
the HFCCs due to the computational time it would take. It is very clear that as soon as several 
proton HFCCs are included, the precession is heavily damped. 
Spin exchange or reaction rate as a mechanism? 
In the main manuscript, we have interpreted the light induced changes in the data to be due to a 
change in the reactivity of the muonium with the molecule. However, another possible 
mechanism that can explain the increased amplitude of the ALC for site 2 is electron spin 
exchange, whereby the spin of the electron associated with the muonium undergoes a spin 
exchange with the total spin of the excited state. Another possible mechanism might be the 
ground-state muoniated radical electron spin exchanging with a second excited molecule. 
Electron spin exchange, or electron spin relaxation, can account for a dramatic increase in ALC 
amplitude as has previously been shown for TIPS-Pn in the solid state32. We start by noting that 
in order for a particular model to be applicable, it must agree with all of the experimental data 
presented. It must be able to:
- Result in an increase, and decrease, in integral ALC amplitude;
- Account for the light induced changes to the low TF data; 
- Account for the light induced changes to the time dependent data on resonance. 
We start by attempting to obtain good agreement between the two models – electron spin 
exchange and muonium reaction rate. Figure S11a-c shows the ALC spectra for light on and off, 
with three different scenarios modelled, for both light on and light off data. The three models 
contain two overlapping ALCs. For the light-off data, the muon HFC constant of 200 MHz and 
198.9 MHz was used for sites 1 and 2 respectively, and both sites were calculated with a proton 
HFC constant of 65 MHz. These are consistent with the HFC constants extracted from the DFT 
calculations. The scaling factors between polarization and asymmetry were then estimated for 
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the light off data, and then fixed for the light on data. We note that since we do not know the 
reaction rate constant for this solute/solvent combination, the scaling factor between polarization 
and asymmetry is arbitrary, but the ratio between light-on and light-off amplitudes can 
demonstrate the essential physics – whether electron spin exchange or chemical reaction rate. By 
fixing it to the light-off state, the three models for additional dynamics from the excitation are 
the only factors in determining the change in amplitude. In addition to the effect of electron spin 
exchange and a change in reaction rate, which are discussed below, in all cases in order to 
account for the light on data, the muon HFC constant for site 2 had to be reduced to 198.6 MHz, 
although a similar change to the proton HFC could have a similar effect. These values are 
summarized in Table S6. There were no other changes to either muon or proton HFC constant. 
The data in all cases were modelled using the Quantum programme47. The ALC spectra are 
readily modelled using this software, based on the time evolution of the muon spin ensemble via 
a spin density matrix formalism as summarized in ref 22. The dynamic processes can be modeled 
by considering the situation as a dynamical exchange between two stationary states51, with an 
exponential transition between these states. For example, a bi-directional electron spin flip rate 
or a chemical reaction rate via a uni-directional and permanent change in HFC constants. Further 
details can be found elsewhere in the literature.22,47,50
Ground State Excited State 
 Site 1 2 1 2 
Model 1 A (MHz) 200 198.9 200 198.6 
Ak (MHz) 65 65 65 65 
Ser (MHz) 0 0 0 0.3
Model 2 A (MHz) 200 198.9 200 198.6 
Ak (MHz) 65 65 65 65 
KR (MHz) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7
Model 3 A (MHz) 200 198.9 200 198.6 
Ak (MHz) 65 65 65 65 
KR (MHz) 2 2 2 2.9
Table S6: Summary of the different HFCCs, electron spin exchange rate (Ser) and reaction rate 
(KR) for the three models used. In the case of the reaction rate, the initial state had an A and Ak
of 4463 and 0 MHz respectively and was 100% populated. 
Figure S12a shows the affect that increasing the spin exchange rate on site 2 from 0, for the 
light-off data, to 0.3 MHz for the light-on data. Site 1 had its spin exchange rate fixed to 0 for 
both light on and off, which is reasonable given there no light induced change to the lineshape at 
the high field side. We note that this suggests a mechanism localized to a single ALC, a point 
that we shall return to shortly. Having an electron spin exchange rate of 0 when no excitation is 
present is reasonable given there is no excitation to exchange spin with, although it could be 
there are other spin relaxation processes present. However, any additional spin relaxation process 
will merely result in a non-zero ground state relaxation rate and a subsequent increase in the 
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relaxation rate when the excitation is present. A rate of 0 and 0.3 MHz represents the minimum 
spin exchange rate to account for the ALC spectra. Nonetheless, it is very clear that from Figure 
S12a that electron spin exchange can account for the increase in amplitude of the ALC.
Shown in Figures S12b and c are the calculated spectra for the model for reaction rate, in two 
different limits. In this case, the initial state (100% populated) had a muon HFCC of 4463 MHz 
and proton HFCC of 0. A uni-directional exponential transition to the muoniated radical state 
was then included, with the HFCCs summarized in Table S6. As can be seen from Table S6, the 
rate constant was larger for the light-on state only for site 2, and was unchanged for site 1.
We first discuss Figure S12b, where the muonium reaction rate for site 2 increases from 0.5 MHz 
for light off to 0.7 MHz for light on. Both light on and off are very good matches to the data. We 
chose 0.5 MHz as the initial rate constant, as this is reasonably well matched to the triplet 
precession lifetime in low transverse fields (Figure 3 of the main manuscript). However, we note 
that a portion of this triplet precession could be from muonium in the SiO2 window of the sample 
cell, and the ~2 s lifetime evident in Figure 3 may be dominated by them. Because of this 
uncertainty, we have modelled the lineshapes in a different reaction rate limit. Figure S11c 
compares a muonium reaction rate constant increasing from 2 MHz for light off to 2.9 MHz for 
light on, and shows an equally good match to the data as in Figure S12b, which is achieved by a 
change to the ground-state scaling factor between measured asymmetry and calculated 
polarisation.
We can therefore conclude that the effect of a change in reaction rate is indistinguishable from 
the introduction of spin exchange if one solely looks at the ALC amplitude. Nonetheless, we 
believe that electron spin exchange cannot account for the light induced changes to the ALCs. 
Firstly, electron spin exchange cannot account for the reduction in ALC amplitude observed at 
higher times (see Fig 2c), whereas a reduction in chemical reactivity can. Secondly, electron spin 
exchange is mediated via relatively long range interactions as a result of the delocalized unpaired 
electron and excitation wavefunctions. Moreover, we would expect the coupling to be large. Spin 
exchange or relaxation that is driven by the presence of the excitation should have some affect on 
all ALCs; this is not the case. However, to properly assess whether electron spin exchange or a 
modified reaction rate is relevant in this situation, as noted above, the mechanism must also be 
compatible with the low transverse field data and the on-resonance time dependent data.
Shown in Figures S12d-f are the simulated time spectra for light on and light off, calculated 
under the same conditions as the ALC spectra in Figures S12a-c, for a fixed field of 710 mT 
(corresponding to the largest light induced difference observed in the experimental ALC 
spectra). Firstly, we note that the oscillations are not observable in the data, either light on or off. 
This is most likely related to some additional relaxation processes being present in the real 
experiment that are not accounted for in our modelling, for example subtle variations in the HFC 
due to different conformations or a limited “tumbling” rate of this large molecule. Nonetheless, it 
is immediately clear that the spin exchange mechanism is a traditional relaxation phenomena, 
which would manifest itself in our data by an increase in relaxation rate when the excitation is 
present. Figures S12e-f show the time spectra for the model for reaction rate, where the situation 
is somewhat more complicated. In addition to there being a change in relaxation rate, it is evident 
that the precession amplitude increases upon increasing the reaction rate and changing the HFC. 
This is far more noticeable in the than for the spin exchange model. This would manifest itself as 
a linear shift in the data, as indicated by the schema in Figure S12f.
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Shown in Figure S12g is the different between light-on and light-off data taken in our photomusr 
experiment at a fixed field of 710 mT, along with two fits. It is immediately clear that there is a 
significant linear shift of the data as indicated by the green line, with no immediately obvious 
change in relaxation rate. This is further demonstrated by Figure S12h, which shows the fitted 
relaxation rate across the field range of the ALC. Not only is there no increase in the relaxation 
rate as one scans through the ALC, there is no difference in the relaxation rate when the sample 
is illuminated. This strongly suggests that spin exchange, which would result in an increased 
relaxation rate, is not responsible for the light-induced changes demonstrated in the ALC spectra. 
Figures S12g and h demonstrate that the main mechanism responsible for the increased ALC 
amplitude is one that involves a linear shift. Moreover, we note that with a relaxation rate of 
approximately 0.03 s-1, this limits the maximum spin exchange rate to a similar value, which is 
ten times smaller than is needed to account for the light-induced changes to the ALC spectra.
Finally, one must account for the low transverse field data shown in Figure 3. Shown in Figures 
S12i-k are the time spectra for a small transverse field of 0.4 mT for the same three sets of 
parameters. Of most interest is the time spectra for spin exchange, shown in Figure S12i, where 
it is clear that there is very little change between a spin exchange rate of 0 and 0.3 MHz. 
Moreover, as a result of the three-spin system, the oscillations are a different frequency to those 
from the solvated muonium, and so wouldn’t affect the fits to Figure 3. On the other hand, both 
of the reaction rate time spectra show significant differences that are commensurate with the 
experimental data.
We therefore conclude that both the time dependent data and the time integrated ALC data can 
only be explained via a reaction rate change, and whilst electron spin exchange can adequately 
explain the ALC spectra, it cannot be responsible for the light induced changes on this occasion. 
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Figure S12: (a-c) ALC spectra for light-on and -off compared to three models – (a) electron spin 
exchange of 0 and 0.3 MHz, (b) a reaction rate of 0.5 and 0.7 MHz and (c) a reaction rate of 2 
and 2.9 MHz for light off and light on, respectively. Panels (d-f) show the associated model time 
spectra for the same conditions, at a fixed field of 710 mT. Of note is the linear shift in (f). This is 
a way to differentiate between the models. Panel (g) shows the experimental difference between 
light on and off for 710 mT that has been an linear shift. Panel (h) shows the fitted exponential 
relaxation rate for light-on and -off as a function of applied field. No increase in relaxation rate 
is found across the ALC, and moreover, there is no difference between the light-on and -off data. 
Panels (i-k) show the modelled time spectra in a transverse field of 0.4 mT under the same 
conditions. Very little change in the first few s  can be seen for the spin exchange model (h), 
which is where the experimental data shows a difference, yet there is a change in both limits of 
the reaction rates (i,j) that is commensurate with the changes seen in the experimental data.
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